Layout guidelines

Doc. ref: Guide HC

accompanying the template

Happy Cube / HC
Please read this document carefully before starting to design. These guidelines accompany all Happy Cube
puzzle templates, to assist your designer while making the artwork. Note that printing on EVA foam is not the
same as printing on paper. Foam is flexible material with an open-cell structure thus the ink reacts differently
than on paper.
Template
When you open the template in Illustrator you will see many layers:
a) Fill in your order details in the layer ‘order details’.
b) Place your artwork on the layer(s) that you want to have printed
on. Add your artwork to the layer ‘add your artwork RECTO’
and, in case you like to print on the backside of the puzzle as
well, to the layer ‘add your artwork VERSO’.
c) Outline your artwork only on the grey printable areas of the
template.
d) The position of the template and grey areas is fixed and may
not be shifted.
e) We ask you to keep all layers and their details. Use the eyeicon if you prefer not to see certain info.
f) In the layer ‘© obligatory’ you will find our copyright notice that
should always be printed on the puzzle. You can change the
font and colour, to fit your design.

Layers in the template in Illustrator

1. Requirements ‘How to deliver the artwork’
For digital print
Digital print only on white foam

For screen print
Screen print possible on every foam colour

- Rastered images have to be:
- Resolution: 300 ppi
- 100 % exact dimensions of the final product
- Embedded in the file
- Vectorised logo’s and text have to be:
- Text in outlines
- Colours set as process colours
Vector = best quality print result for logo’s and text

- Vectorised logo’s and text have to be:
- Text in outlines
- Colours set as PMS/spot/Pantone colours
Vector = best quality print result for logo’s and text
à Save template with artwork to .pdf as ‘Illustrator
default’ + send in the original .ai file

à Save template with artwork to .pdf as ‘Illustrator
default’ + send in the original .ai file
2. General guidelines addressed to the designer of the artwork
This is a neutral template. Your artwork can fit any puzzle model that we have, the cutting line details of the
individual puzzle pieces are not shown.
A. Printable area:
All grey areas are printable areas; here
comes your artwork. The dimensions of
the grey areas depend on the puzzle
size and are indicated on each
template.
Copyright notice: always printed on the
puzzle, or on the (optional)
accompanying card, in your print colour.
Please fill in the chosen Happy Cube
model (e.g. model Bora Bora,
Bratislava, Barcelona, Oxford), before
changing the text to outlines.
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B. In general: Details smaller than 2 mm in your layout, partly disappear and will not be visible after printing
on the foam.

C. You have two artwork options:
a) Artwork placed within the printable areas
Keep your artwork within the grey areas (on each puzzle piece and on three sides of the puzzle frame).
You can utilize the entire surface of the grey areas from edge to edge.
Example of an artwork on a white puzzle:
2D artwork:

à Possible 3D effect:

b) Artwork covering the entire surface
Foresee 3 mm bleed, overlapping the cutting lines.
Example of an artwork on a white puzzle:
2D artwork:

à Possible 3D effect:

- The white foam appears on the edges.
- The artwork is being cut off at the
edges of the puzzle pieces.
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D. For screen print only:
- Considering our specific foam ink colours, you can choose your desired Pantone colours. This means that
we will try to match our ink colours as closely as possible with the Pantone colours used in your logo or design.
- Note that white ink always needs a double print passage (extra colour cost).
- For positioning reasons take into account a tolerance of 2 mm between different coloured lines/ objects of the
design. Since each colour is printed separately, they might shift maximum 2 mm left, right, up and down from
each other during production (see example below).
- This means also that when two colours have to be printed with an overlap, the overlapped section will have
another colour intensity. This is in particular the case when printing a light colour (eg. green) over another
colour (eg. red)* (see example below).
Example:

E. Cube solution: 2D vs 3D
! Caution: The 3D cube solution is prefixed. Each puzzle model has its unique solution*. If you want to see
your design in a specific way on the finished 3D cube solution, consult us beforehand. We will guide you
through the process.
Example: model Bora Bora
To get this 3D effect with text ‘cube me & smile’:

2D artwork might look like this:

*Depending on the puzzle model and difficulty, more 3D cube solutions are possible. All our promotional puzzle models guarantee that at
least one 3D cube solution exists with all prints on the outside. This implies that the inverse solution, with all the prints on the inside, is
also possible.
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F. ‘Puzzle a cube’ suggestion:
Puzzle a cube: we advise to put this message
and/or a cube drawing somewhere on the puzzle,
to communicate the aim of the game to those who
receive the puzzle.
In case of a packaged puzzle, this can be put on
the packaging.
Check the layer ‘cube example’ in the template to
view and use possible cube graphics.
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